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HR 
The Human Resources module has been added to your course, so you now have the ability to invest in the 

people that run your company.  When the Human Resources module is active, you will see decisions appear    

in a new department, aptly titled Human Resources. With Human Resources active, you have the opportunity 

to invest in three areas of your company: Research & Development, Marketing, and Production. There are 

three total decisions that you can choose to invest in. 

 
 

Decisions 

Manufacturing – Training & Assembly Teams 

Determine the investment in training your manufacturing employees to work in assembly teams. Assembly 

teams are known to increase productivity and quality, which increases production after adjustment. 

Employees also prefer to work in teams, which reduces turnover.  Each round you can invest  up to $2 million  

to train your manufacturing staff to work in a more effective manner. 

Scientists – Recruitment & Retention 

Determine how much you will spend to recruit and retain scientists to work on new R&D projects for your 

company. This will impact how quickly you release new products and product updates, as well as how 

customers perceive the quality of your products. Each round you can invest up to $2 million to attract and 

retain scientists to work on your sensors. The more you spend, the better the return will be. 

Sales – Compensation 

Determine how much you will compensate your sales force. This decision will impact how accessible your 

products are to customers and your employee turnover. Each round you can invest up to $2 million in 

additional compensation for your sales force. 

TQM 

The Total  Quality Management (TQM) module has been added to your course, so you  now have the option  

to invest in the people that run your company. When the TQM module is active, you  will see decisions appear  

in a new department – Total Quality Management. With TQM active, you can reduce material, labor, and 

administrative costs, shorten the length of time required for R&D projects to complete, and increase demand 

for the product line. The impacts of the investments produce returns in the year they are made and in each    

of the following years. There are ten total TQM initiatives that you can choose to invest in, which you can 

see below. Your company needs to determine which initiatives best serve its purposes. If you are keeping 

automation levels low so R&D projects complete more quickly, you might want to invest in areas that lower 

labor costs (for example, Quality Initiative Training). If your company is competing in the high technology 

segments, with high material costs, you might consider initiatives that reduce material costs (for example, 

Continuous Process Improvement). To maximize the effect, companies should find complementary initiatives 

and invest in each of them. For example, to reduce material costs, companies should consider investing in 

both CPI Systems and GEMI TQEM Sustainability. 
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